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Abstract 

In this study, we proposed the efficient DB construction process to interlock cost estimation 

and process management in bridge construction. In the proposed system, construction process 

is divided into five hierarchical levels that are milestone network & cost analysis, skeleton 

network & cost analysis (sub network & cost analysis), frag network & cost analysis and cost 

estimating. Milestone network & cost analysis level is the highest level and cost estimating level 

is the lowest level. Each level is designed as DB structure so that cost calculation by level is 

easy and project management is efficient. 
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1. Introduction 

A cost estimation system using a scientific approach to provide construction cost estimation 

has to be consistent. For the system to have maximum effect, a systematic work information 

classification system and computer system have to be set up as priorities. However, in existing 

cost estimation systems, the operators have to classify and input work information one by one, 

followed by the analysis process, so cost estimation system operators need to be sufficiently 

knowledgeable for the system to be useful 

The fundamental purpose of an efficient project management system is to eliminate 

discomfort while providing a conversational closeness with the construction site. A few project 

management systems have been used including UCI (Uniform Construction Index) and 

Swedish System. UCI only categorizes 16 construction sub-categories without factoring in 

other off-site construction information [1]. The 16 categories are grouped into 4 classes with 5 

whole integers. Swedish Construction Dispute Mediation Committee suggests the Swedish 

Classification System, which is based on design drawing, and oversees facility, functional 

elements, construction operations, and materials classifications for the operating division 

system [2]. CI/ Swedish system is the Construction Index/ Samarbetskommitten for 

Byggnadsfragor, a Scandinavian classification system for libraries set up in 1959 and intended 

for the construction industry. 
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The first Swedish classification system, developed in the 1950s, was called Swedish System 

(Samarbetskommittén för Byggnadsfrågor, Co-ordination Committee for the Construction 

Industry). The limitations of this system in addressing new developments in the industry led to 

the introduction of the BSAB (Byggandets Samordning AB, Construction Co-ordination 

Limited) system in 1972. The Swedish Building Centre (SBC) released the latest revision of 

the BSAB96 system in 1999. The Swedish national building specification, the AMA, which 

uses the BSAB96 

Classification system, was revised and republished by the SBC in 2001. AMA is the 

abbreviation (in Swedish) for ‘General Material and Workmanship Specifications’ 

The most recent construction information classification system to be implemented in the UK 

is Uniclass (Unified Classification for the Construction Industry) driven by developments in 

ICT and international standards for classification systems. The first edition of Uniclass was 

published in 1997. Uniclass is a faceted system designed within the parameters of ISO TR 

14177 [3]. A number of pre-existing classification systems, used for specific purposes, were 

also incorporated into its 15 Tables; for example: 

Two of the most essential factors for efficient construction projects are construction 

schedules and cost management. The former is managed using a process network and the latter 

by a cost estimation system. All construction orders are made by the state and independently 

controlled using the above management systems. However, the costs that arise from delayed 

projects cannot be either foreseen or calculated 

To improve this inefficient system, this experiment was designed so that  unify the divided 

construction planning and cost management steps to produce a singular set of data that can be 

used from the initial stage to the final stages of the construction period. Furthermore, this 

unified approach can be synchronized to auto-calculate the cost of projects every step of the 

way, including frag network, sub-network, skeleton network, and milestone network. Finally, 

automated DB modeling was attempted 

 

2. Design efficient construction process to interlock cost estimation and 
project management based on the Swedish Classification System 

This paper attempts to design a constructive division of labor based on the Swedish 

Classification system, which includes facility, functional elements, construction operations, 

and materials classifications and simultaneously syncs construction expenses and processing 

network, using code categorization to individually calculate expenses. Furthermore, the 

processing network will aid in developing an automated project management DB.  

The Work Breakdown Structure is a method that allows all steps of a construction process 

to be broken down to the very base unit, and have it rearranged in a hierarchical way that allows 

for networking. This is the basic approach for appropriating costs and processing all 

construction classifications during networking. For cost appropriation and construction 

administration to be synchronized, all these processes must be configured into a single system. 

 

2.1 Swedish classification system & PMA model 

To build the system, example of construction process to unify cost estimation and process 

management based on the Swedish classification system is represented in Figure 1. Both cost 

appropriation and construction administration processes were synchronized and unified as a 

single operation division system which in turn, became the basis of an automated network 

system model for project management 
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This classification method produced based on contracts between an employer and contractor 

that were sub divided into facility, functional elements, construction operations, and materials 

classifications. They are combined to express the actual construction work later. Material costs 

were combined with labor to calculate labor expenses, while structure and facility were built in 

that order on top of labor classification to complete a given construction work. In the proposed 

system, facility, functional element, construction operations and materials classification in 

Swedish system are correspond to milestone network & cost analysis, skeleton network & cost 

analysis (sub network & cost analysis), frag network & cost analysis and cost estimating each 

 

 

Figure 1. Example of construction process to interlock cost estimation and project management based 

on the Swedish Classification System 

This system has been used in Sweden and according to the system, work breakdown system 

is divided into facility, functional element, construction operation and material classification 

these correspond to each facility, structure, activity and resource  

In a construction, for example, a bridge construction, facility means a bridge, and for a 

facility, many structures are required and for a structure, many activities are required. An 

activity which is the lowest level should be accomplished using resources Each process in 

Swedish Classification system correspond to each process in our Project management 

automation DB model (frag network, sub network/skeleton network, milestone network) our 

model (PMA) can interlock process network and cost accumulation by process  

PMA model consists of milestone network &cost analysis, skeleton network/sub network 

&cost analysis, and frag network &cost analysis. Each process in Swedish Classification 

system corresponds to each process in PMA model. The PMA model has advantage that can 

interlock process network and cost accumulation by process. 

 

2.2 Method for calculating construction cost 

Appropriating the expenses of a construction project is a crucial part of any construction 

planning. By standardizing cost control, it can provide information and viability of, the physical, 

economic and financial state of the project. Expense estimation is calculated by using 

construction process where different parts of the construction project are itemized. There are 

two approaches to calculating cost: resource- based and performance- based. While both 

methods are in use today, the trend is moving towards performance- based calculation. Figure 

2 shows the resource-based calculation method. 
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Figure 2. Resource-based cost estimating (unit cost price) method 

A cost estimation system, or construction cost computation, are composed of construction 

classification system information, resource classification system information, breakdown cost 

information and yield statement of construction information [4][5][6]. All of this information 

are used comprehensively to calculate the final construction cost. From this information, the 

construction classification system is the uppermost information and the most important 

information. However, the existing cost estimation system requires the person in charge of the 

cost estimation to classify, input, and analyze the construction information. Such system 

requires the person in charge to have sufficient knowledge of the related cost estimating system. 

The process of linking the cost estimation system and the construction classification system 

modeled as a DB structure is necessary for accurate and systematic construction cost 

estimation[7][8]. In Figure2, facility, functional element, construction operations and materials 

classification in Swedish are correspond to milestone network & cost analysis, skeleton 

network & cost analysis (sub network & cost analysis), frag network & cost analysis and cost 

estimating in PMA (Project Management Automation) DB Model. 

 

2.3 Construction process classified by Swedish em and our PMA system 

[Table 1] shows a work breakdown structure for bridge construction based on the Swedish 

classification System and PMA model in Fig. 1. A construction process consists of 5 levels and 

each process in SFB and PMA model assigns to each level in [Table 1]. Level 2 corresponds to 

facility classification and milestone network in SFB and PMA. In this table, a bridge 

construction is divided as 5 levels. Level 1 is the highest level that means a final bridge. Level 

5 is the lowest level that has many activities for a final bridge. In each level, Processes in 

Swedish and PMA are assigned. 

For example, in level 5, is a construction operation classification of Swedish and frag 

network of PMA model are assigned, this level is the most basic level for a bridge construction 

and consists of 5-activities such as Wooden cast installation, Rebar installation, Concrete 

deposition, Wooden cast removal. 

Table 1. Construction Process for Bridge Construction 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 

Completion                Facility 

Classification 

 

Functional element Classification 
Construction operation 

Classification 

Completion milestone network skeleton network sub network frag network 

     

B Bridge 

construction 

1. Temporary 

construction 
   

 2. Site formation    

 3. Bridge     

  3.1 Abutment A   
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  3.2 Abutment B   

  3.3 Bridge column A   

   3.3.1 Earthwork  

   3.3.2 Well installation  

   3.3.3 Foundation  

   
3.3.4 frame 

construction 
 

     

    
3.3.4.2 Wooden cast 

installation 

    
3.3.4.1 Rebar 

installation 

    
3.3.4.3 Concrete 

deposition 

    3.3.4.4 Curing 

    
3.3.4.5 Wooden cast 

removal 

   3.3.5 Bridge bearing  

  3.4 Bridge column B   

  3.5 Bridge column C   

 4. Equipment work    

 

3. Conclusion 

Two of the most essential factors for efficient construction projects are construction 

schedules and cost management. The former is controlled using a process network and the latter 

by a cost estimation system. All construction orders are made by the state and controlled using 

above management systems. However, the costs that arise from delayed projects cannot be 

either foreseen or calculated. 

To improve this inefficient system, we proposed the work breakdown structure based on 

Swedish classification system to interlock cost estimation and process management in 

construction process. In the proposed system, facility, functional element, construction 

operations and materials classification in Swedish are correspond to milestone network & cost 

analysis, skeleton network & cost analysis (sub network & cost analysis), frag network & cost 

analysis and cost estimating each. The proposed structure makes interlocking of cost estimation 

and process management to automate project management easily. 
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